Module Description
Module name:

Future of Commoning

Course form

Credit

Duration

Language

Online Workshop

5

1 week block course

english

1) Qualification goals / Outcome:
After completing the module, participants should be able to have general overview
on the theory of commons. They can differentiante between neoclassical, new
institutional and social/critical commons theory and can use these theories to
assess real life common-pool resource management and commoning pratices.
Building on these theories participants are able to formulate and develop
commons-based governance systems and discuss commons- and market-based
social institutions on micro- and macro-level.

2) Course content:
The course introduces neoclassical, new institutional and social/critical commons
theory and uses them to analyse existing commons practices. It presents macroscale approaches of a commons-based provisiong system and discusses these in
contrast to market economy and state-planned economy. Finally, the course
disusses different transformation theories (e.g. interstital/prefigurative practices,
reform, revolutionary) and the role and importance of commons in a socioecological transformation.

3) Teaching methods:
Workshop - Mixture of new content as lecture, discussion of lecture and prepared
reading. Interaction and working tasks during the session. Role-play discussion.
Students develop a final presentation for the whole summer academy.

4) Kind of module:
This Module can either be accomplished in a compulsory or elective module,
depending on the degree programme. In every degree programme it might be
suited for elective or transdisciplinary modules. In degree programmes in
economics or with parts in economics, it might be suited for advanced courses, too.
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5) Requirements for participation:
The course requires an overview of different theories of economics as it uses
different approaches and challenges some of them. Furthermore, a basic
understanding of sociology and social cooperation theory is useful to be able to
follow macro-scale discussions and transformation approaches. English skills of
B2-C1 are required. The course is designated for students of economics and social
science in the advanced bachelor and master level.

6) Requirements for granting credit points
a) contact times

b) self-study

30

60

c) exam
preparation
90

d) marking
yes

e) assessment pattern
Coursework 25 %; Essay 75%

7) Module coordinator

The module is carried out by the Netzwerk Plurale Ökonomik e.V.
Responsible staff: Janina Urban, M.Sc. (janina.urban@plurale-oekonomik.de)
and Anita Lehner, M.A. (a.lehner@plurale-oekonomik.de)
8) Module teaching staff
Simon Sutterlütti, B.A., University of Bonn; Stefan Meretz, PhD, University of Bonn
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